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Abstract
\Ve present an efficient randomized algorithm for leader ejection in
large-scale distributed systems. The proposed algorithm is optimal in
message complexity (O( 71) for a set of 71 total nodes), has round complexity
logarithmic in the number of nodes in the system, and provides high
probabilistic guaranteps on the election of a unique leader. The algorithm
relies on a balls and bins abstraction and \vorks in two phases. In the
first phase, the algorithm reduces the number of contending nodes and in
the second phase, it resolves a winner. \Ve provide algorithms for both
synchronous and asynchronous models and prove that message and round
complexities hold unopr bot.h models. \Ve also address t.he impact of
failures (and departures) on correctness. and overheads associated with
our a.lgorithm.
1 Introduction
The problem of leader election in distributed systems is an important and well-
studied one. A leader elect ion algorithm is formally characterized as follows [31,
17]: "given a distributed ensemble of processes with each process executing the
same local algorithm. the nlgorithm is decentralized. i. e.. a computation can
be initiated by an arbitrary non-empty subset of processes, and the algorithm
reaches a terminal configuration in each complltation. and in each reachable
terminal configuration. there is e:wctly one process in the state leader and
all other processes are in the state lost". Variants of this problem require
all processes in the ensemble to know the identity of the leader [11]. This
problem is at the core of a number of applications - it forms the basis for
replication (or duplicate plimination) in unreliable systems, establishing group
communication primitives by facilitating and maintaining group memberships,
and load balancing and job-scheduling in master-slave environments [30].
The central challenge of efficient, scalable, and robust leader election algo-
rithms is to simultaneously minimize the number of messages and execution
time in the presence of node and link failures. With these objectives, a num-
ber of leader election protocols have been proposed [17, 23, 8. 6, 4, 11, 28].
The emergence of novel distributed paradigms and underlying platforms such
as unstructured and structured peer-to-peer (P2P) systems [29, 26, 27, 10] for
resource sharing pose interesting new variants of this problem. For example, in
unstructured P2P systems, there is no global knowledge at any single point in
the network. Even simple problems such as determining the number of nodes
in the system lead to significant challenges. Node arrivals and departures are
frequent - contributing to the difficulties associated with gathering system state
accurately.
In a classic result on distributed consensus [7]. Fischer et al. show that
consensus is impossible in the presence of unreliable processes. This motivates
the design of a variety of probabilistic leader election schemes [11, 28]. In [11],
Gupta ei al. use a multicast approach to elect a leader in a group with high
constant probability. In [28], Schooler ei al. propose two variants of the leader
election algorithm and analyze it in the context of a multicast with respect to
several metrics. including delay and message overhead. In this paper, we present
a randomized leader election algorithm that is optimal in terms of message
complexit~· (O(n) for a distributed system with 71 nodes), has round complexity
logarithmic in 71, and is correct with high probability (w.h.p.1). This is in
contrast to known algorithms (Section 7) that are either suboptimal in terms of
number of messages [19, 18, 16], require a larger number of rounds [17], or are
restrictive in terms of underlying topology[II]. It is important to note that while
many of the traditional leader election algorithms provide absolute guarantees
for the election of a unique leader, our algorithm guarantees leader election with
high probability In this sense. our algorithm is targeted towards the current
generation of P2P and large-scale distributed systems [29, 26, 27, 10], in which
link and node failures necessitate the use of probabilistic approaches.
1.1 Technical Contributions
\Ve summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:
1. A randomized leader election algorithm that is optimal in the number of
messages O(n). has round complexity logarithmic in the number of nodes
in the system O(logn), and elects a unique leader w.h.p.
2. An approach in which the lack of global information is intelligently lever-
aged to prune the number of nodes participating in the leader election
algorithm.
3. An as~'nchronous version of the algorithm along with bounds on failure
probability of nodes, so that the algorithm can be effectively realized for
,1 range of distributed applications.
IThrollgholll. this paper. w.h.p. (with high probability) denotes probability 1 - 11,,1(1).
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4. A rigorous analysis to prove the correctness and the complexity of the
algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 formalizes definitions
and terminology used in this paper, Section 3 presents the synchronous version of
the protocol along with proofs relating to message complexity and probabilistic
bounds on election of a unique leader, and Section 4 presents an asynchronous
version of the protocol with analytical performance bounds. Failures are an
integral part of distributed systems. The impact of failures on the performance
of our protocols is addressed in Section 5. Related work is presented in Section 7.
Conclusions and avenues for future research are outlined in Section 8.
2 System Definitions
\Ve start by formalizing definitions and terminology used in the rest of the paper.
• Process: 2 : A process is an individual entity in a distri buted system that
can participate in the leader election protocol. It can communicate with
any other process by sending and receiving messages. It is capable of
generating random numbers independent of other processes in the sys-
tem. In a synchronous system. all processes share a common clock (or.
equivalently, their local clocks are synchronized), and message transfers
are assumed to· take unit time. In an asynchronous system, a process
maintains a local clock which is not necessarily synchronized with other
processes. Furthermore, message transfers may take arbitrary time.
• Contender: The leader election algorithm presented in this paper is
fashioned as a game played by participating processes. The set of processes
playing this game changes as the algorithm proceeds. This set of processes,
from which a winner is selected is referred to as the set of contenders.
• Mediator: \Vinners at intermediate steps in the game are decided from
among the set of contenders by processes referred to as mediators. Specif-
ically. a mediator is a process that receives a message from a contender
and arbitrates whether the contender participates in subsequent steps of
the protocol.
• Round: A round is composed of communication between a single process
and a set of mediators. At the end of a round, if the process is still a
contender, a new round (communication with a new set of mediators) is
initiated.
• Winner: A winner is a process that has not received any negative re-
sponses from the mediators through the entire execution of the protocol.
2\\'e lise 'process' and 'node' interchangeably in the rest of the paper.
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3 A Synchronous Leader Election Protocol
In this section, we present a randomized synchronous algorithm for leader elec-
tion, which is scalable with respect to system size and offers high probabilistic
guarantees for correctness. vVe first present the algorithm informally using a
balls-and-bins abstraction and subsequently formalize it in the context of dis-
tributed systems. The algorithm is played as a tournament in two phases. The
first phase consists of log n - 1 rounds for a system of n processes. In round i of
this phase, each contender casts 'Pi balls into n bins (we derive precise expres-
sions for 'Pi later in this section). A contender is said to 'win' a bin if its ball
is the only one that lands in the bin. If a contender wins all the bins that its
balls land in, it is considered a winner in this round and proceeds to the next
round. This process is illustrated in Figure 1 for n = 8. The first phase consists
of log2 8 - 1 = 2 rounds. In the first round, nodes 2, 4, 5, and 6 proceed, and
in the second round, nodes 5 and 6 proceed.
In a realization of this balls-and-bins abstraction, a process can be a con-
tender as well as a mediator at the same time. Casting a ball into a randomly
chosen bin corresponds to a message from a contender to a randomly chosen
mediator picked uniformly at random. A contender is a winner if none of the
mediators it sends messages to receive messages from any other contenders. The
number of mediators a contender sends messages (the number of balls to cast)
to in a round j, 'Pj is calculated (described in Section 3.1) independently by
every contender based on the system size (total number of processes) and the
round number. This number, if carefully selected, can reduce the number of
contenders by half, on an average, after every round. It follows from this that
the number of rounds is logarithmic in the number of contenders. However, if
the number of contenders is not known, then each contender executes the algo-
rithm assuming that every process is a contender and the number of rounds is
logarithmic in the total number of processes.
The second phase of the protocol consists of a single round. Each remaining
contender generates a random number in the range [O ..n 4 ] [17]3 and sends this
number to a set of Vn In n mediators picked uniformly at random. A contender
wins this phase if it generates the largest random number among all the con-
tenders. The number of mediators in this phase is chosen so that there is a high
probability of at least one overlapping mediator between two contenders. This
overlapping mediator arbitrates who generates the larger random number, A
crucial difference between the two phases is that in the first phase a contender
wins a round only if it sends a message to an exclusive set of mediators, while in
the second phase, a winner is decided based on the intersection of the selected
sets. The reason for this difference is that in the first phase, the number of con-
tenders are reduced just enough so that a few of them can proceed to the next
round, maintaining the message complexity. In the second phase. the objective
is to have one final winner and the message complexity is maint ained due to a
smaller set of contenders.
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Figure 1: lllustration of the synchronous protocol - contenders are illustrated by
squares, mediators by buckets, and messages from contenders to mediators by labeled
balls (the label indicating the source of the ball). In all rounds, contenders that are
no longer in the running are shaded dark. In the first round, each contender casts
one ball and contenders 2, 4, 5, and 6 proceed since their balls uniquely occupy their
respective buckets. In round 2 (last round of the first phase), each contender casts
two balls and contenders 5 and 6 proceed. Finally, in round 3 (the only round of the
second phase), each contender casts 5 balls and contender 6 is selected the leader since
it has a higher node id.
Based on the application, the contenders that did not get elected as the
leader may retry after a specific period of time. Furthermore, the elected leader
could subsequently inform its mediators that it is no longer the leader. We
consider these issues to be specific to the application context and their solutions
can be built on top of the basic protocol.
3.1 The Synchronous Leader Election Protocol
\Ve consider a distributed system of n processes represented by the set f 71 =
{Oi II ::; i ::; n}, for processes a I, a2, ... , a71 • The set of contenders in round j of
the protocol is represented by <I>j = {pill::; i ::; I<I>JI}, where <I>j <;;; f n, <I>j+1 <;;;
<I> j and PI, P2, ... , Pl<I>j I are the contenders. \Ve associate a unique integer 'if, with
every contender Pi. The protocol concludes by declaring a unique member in <I> 11·
to be the final winner. where 11) corresponds to the final round in the protocol.
and {Vj: j < 11), l<I>jl > 1, 1<I>u;1 = I}. We show that 11) < log(n). Various system
parameters are summarized in Table 1.
The synchronous algorithm is as follows, with each contending process Pi 111
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Table 1: System Parameters
where 'Pj is the number of mediators in round j, Ii!> j I is the number of
contenders and n is the total number of processes in the system. The
values of 'Pj are selected in this manner to guarantee bounds on number of
messages and rounds. Details of this construction are provided in Section
3.2.
• Let \lJ ij be the set of 'Pj processes selected uniformly at random from r 11·
Send the ordered pair (Pi, Iii) to all processes in \lJ ij.
• Proceed to the next round j +1 if and only if positive responses are received
from all the processes in \lJ ij.
Each process ai in r 11 performs the following steps in round j:
• Receive messages from Pl.-'s in i!>j and populate the set Kij with ordered
pairs (PI.-, lid·
• First Phase: j < w
If IKij I = 1, then send a positive response to PI.- in Kij and proceed
to round j + 1.
Otherwise, send a decline message to every PI.- present in Kij and
proceed to the round j + 1.
• Second Phase: j = 'u:
For every (PI.-, TId in KiJ' find the largest 1r1.- and send a positive




\;Ve now precisely quantify the overhead and the probability of electing a unique
leader using our algorithm.
Theorem 1 In the first phase of the protocoL the nl1mber of contenders in
rol1nd j + 1 is approximately hal] the nl1mber of contenders in rol1nd j.
Proof: Let Xij be an indicator random variable corresponding to process
Pi in round j obtaining a positive response from every process in \]I ij'
X. = { 1, if'v's: s E \]Iij, s sent a positive response
'J 0, otherwise
The expectation of X ij is given by
(1)
Let Y j +1 be a random variable that represents the number of processes proceed-
ing to round j + 1. We have YJ+l = L;~jll X ij . The expectation of YJ+l is given
by
l<I>j I l<I>j I
E[Yj+1 ] = E[LXij ] = LE[Xij ] ~ [Pjle
i=1 i=1
(2)
Since 'Pj = ~.wehave1<l>j 1-11 '
(3)
o
Theorem 2 The probability of having at least one contender at the end of the
first phase is 1 - f. i.e., Pr(Yw > 0) ~ 1 - f. where E ---> °as n ---> 00.
Proof: By using the Second !\loment l'vlethod, (based on Chebyshev's
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i= I ii'j
E[Yu:] + k(k - 1)E[Ylu:Y2w]
E[Yu:] + k(k _ 1)(1 _ 'Pu:-I )'Pw - 1 (2k-3)
n
,2
E[Y,,;] + k(k - l)e- ~Wn-l (2k-3)
'Without loss of generality, assume that C, < I<pII. At the start of the final
round of the first phase, in the worst case, there are at least Cn + I contenders,
B , bt'ttO f I'" I-C +1·,-, - / nln2 E[V] 1<1>".-11} su s I U ll1g or '<'w-I - 11 ' '1-''''-1 - V l<I>w-II- I ' 1 w -2- 111
(4), we have
2 4CnPr(Yw = 0) ~ -C-- + ~ - 1.
n+ 1 (C,,+1)2 Cn +1
Therefore, Pr(Yw > 0) ~ I - E, where
2 4C"
E = --- + e'G 1 - 1.
Cn + I (C" + 1)2 -C,;';,
For Cn = 8(y'logn), E -t 0 as n -t x, D
Also, if we fix the number of rounds such that the expected number of
contenders in the last round of the first phase of the protocol is 21J¥ 11 , where
o < 0 < 1 and 0 is a constant, then by Chernoff bound [21], we have P(Y". ~
(1 - o)E[YwD ~ ~, For a typical value of f, = ~, we have P(Yw ~ 4logn) ~ ~,
Informally, the number of contenders entering the second phase of the protocol
Yu: will be close to the expected value w.h.p. Correspondingly, the number of
messages in the second phase would be 21~7"y'nlnTLwhich still maintains the
message complexity, In the rest of the paper, we make arguments in terms of
Cn = 8(y'log n). Note that these argument s still hold for Cn = 4log n.
Theorem 3 There is exactly one contenda remaining at the end of the protocol
w.h.p.
Proof: \/u, v: u, v E <P"" u i= 11, the probability that any two sets \IT"". and
\IT vw intersect is
Since the sets intersect \V.h.p, only the process Pi with the highest value of ",
receives positive responses from all processt's in \IT i,," The rest of the contending
processes have at least one decline message'. Hence, a unique final winner of the
protocol is chosen w.h.p. D
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Theorelll 4 The number oj rounds in the protocol is O(log 71).
Proof: From (3), it is clear that in every round of the first phase, the
number of contenders reduces by at least half. Since there is only one round in
the second phase, the number of rounds in the protocol is O(log 1<1> II). In the
worst case, when 1<1>11 = 71, the number of rounds of the protocol is O(log 71). 0
Theorelll 5 When 1<1>11 = 71. the total number of messages in the sysl.em is
0(71).
Proof: The total number of messages in the system in the Erst phase is
2 ( L~:/ 1<1> j 1 1~:r!I)' When 1<1>11 = n, the number of contenders in round j
is approximately 2/~1 , which results in 271(ln2) (L~;/ 2~) messages. Hence,
the number of messages in the first phase is 0(71) as L~:/ ~ converges.
2 2
At the end of the first phase, the number of remaining contenders is no
more than Cn . Since each contender sends at most V71 In 71 messages in the
second phase, the maximum number of messages exchanged in the second phase
is 2c In 71vn, where Cn = cVln 71 and c is a constant. Hence, the total number
of messages in the protocol is 0(71). 0 \Vhen l<1>d = 0(1), the total number of
messages in the system is O( V71 In 71).
4 An Asynchronous Leader Election Protocol
The design of the asynchronous protocol is largely motivated by its synchronous
counterpart. However, asynchrony poses significant challenges in designing the
protocoL since message and round complexities of the synchronous protocol
must be preserved. vVe present a suitably modified asynchronous protocol and
prove that it is correct and that it follows the bounds presented in Section 3.
In the first phase of the synchronous protocol, when messages from two
distinct contenders are 'sent to the same mediator. both contenders receive a
negative response. In the asynchronous case, messages from contenders to a
mediator for a specific round need not be received at the same time. Therefore,
in every round, a mediator responds positively to the first contender request
for that round. A negative response is sent to subsequent requests from other
contenders for that round.
In the second phase of the synchronous protocol, all messages from the con-
tenders to a specific mediator are received at the same time. The mediator,
after receiving the messages, can select one of the contenders to send a posi-
tive response. It need not be concerned about any future messages that might
be received from a new contender in the second phase. In the asynchronous
version, messages from contenders need not be received at the same time. A
contender in the second phase of the protocol wins if it gets positive responses
from the required number of mediators within a bounded time (the time bound
can be provided as a parameter to the algorithm). As before, the asynchronous
protocol works in two phases.
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f\·lcss<tge De~criptjol1
REQ A request from a contender to Jnakc the
lTIediat.or recognize it as a pot.ential winner.
POTW The JllCSsage from contendcr to notify the
mediator t hat the requisite (O( JnTil71)
mcdiators have recognizcd it as a pot.ential
winner and to recognizc it a.s a final winner.
DEC To notify the mediator that. t.hc contender is
dropping out. as a contcndcr.
Table 2: Messages from contender to mediator
Descript.ion
Positive Response for REQ, POT\V messages.
Negative Response for REQ, POT\\! messages.
Table 3: Messages from mediator to contender
4.1 The First Phase
In the first phase of the asynchronous protocoL a contender Pi sends requests,
along with a round number j, to the mediators in the set l]Jij. The mediators in
the set I]J ij are picked uniformly at random as in the synchronous protocoL The
number of mediators in l]Jij is 'Pj = .J(;i: where () > 1 is a constant (typically
a is set to 2). V'ie later show that this value keeps the message and round
complexities the same as the synchronous protocoL A contender Pi proceeds to
round j + 1 if it receives positive responses from all the mediators in its set I]J ij.
\Ve describe below the procedure that the mediator adopts to send a positive
response to a contender.
A mediator J'vi maintains a vector V of size equal to the number of rounds
(logo n). All the entries in V are initially set to zero. On receiving a request
from a contender Pi in round j, if entry j in V at ,U is zero: 111 sends a positive
response to Pi and sets the entry j to Pi (signifying that the winner of the jth
round at 111 is Pi)' Otherwise a negative response is sent to Pi' The purpose
of this step is to reduce the number of contenders that proceed to subsequent
rounds. A better solution that reduces the number of contenders in the protocol
and does not change the correctness of the protocol would require 111 to send
a negative response to any request with round number smaller than the index
of the highest entry in V with a non zero value Pk. This is because !vi has
knowledge that Pk is in an advanced round (ahead of Pi) and hence is more
likely to be elected the leader when compared to Pi. \Ve use the first approach
here, in which a mediator lets a conI ender proceed eyen when a higher numbered
entry in its vector is already set. This simplifies our analysis considerably. \Ve
show that the asymptotic message complexity and number of rounds hold even
under this conservative approach.
Figure 2 illustrates an example of the protocol executed at M. In (a), 111
initially sets all the entries in V to zero. IIi receives a request for round one














Figure 2: (a) Vector V before receiving any requests. (b) V after a request from A
for round number 1. (c) V after a request from B for round number 3. (d) V after a
request from D for round number 3
and sends a positive response to A (see (b)). Similarly, 11'1 receives a request
for round three from contender B. It sets entry three to B and sends a positive
response to B (see (c)). However, when M receives another request for round
three from contender C, since the entry is already set, a negative response is
sent to C (see (d)). A mediator responds to requests for a round based on the
corresponding entry in V, independent of other entries. The contenders that
sll!"\"ive (which do not receive even a single negative response) all the rounds in
the first phase proceed to the second phase of the protocol.
4.2 Second Phase
Let T represent the network delay and processing time associated with any
message in the system. This is a parameter to the algorithm - messages in
an asynchronous environment that exceed this time are treated as failures and
their handling is addressed in Section 5. In the second phase of the protocol,
a contender Pi sends a request to all its mediators \II iw (\II iw represents the set
of mediators for the contender Pi in round w, the last round of the protocol,
see table 1). Some mediators, in the best case, may receive and process the
message within b time (b < < T) and respond immediately. In the worst case,
the mediator might have processed the message at T time units after it was sent
and the response might take another T units. Therefore, Pi waits for at least
2T units of time to receive responses from \II iw. In the actual protocol. though,
the Pi waits for a maximum of 5T time units. vVe explain in Theorem 9 the
reason for using 5T. If Pi receives a negative response from one of \II iw within
this period, it sends a decline to the rest of \II iw . Otherwise, upon receiving all
the positive responses from \II;w (a contender will receive a response from every
mediator within 5T units after sending a request), it sends a message to \II iw
him ing that it could be a potential winner, Pi waits for 2T units to receive a
response from \II iu after sending the potential winner message. If it does not
11
Jndex J C A
1 Send REQ,,; message to the
rncdiators in thc sct \l!·hl."
counter -- 'PU'
2 ACK counter counter - ]
3 ACK counter ~ 1 Send POTIVp _i to all
mediators in \l!'i'll.· .
timer -- 2T
4 NAK Send DEC rne:;sagcs to all
mcdiators in \l!'j u"
5 ti7ner ~ 0 Final \i\iinncr
Table 4: Contender Transitions
receive a negative response from any of \(1i"', it becomes the final winner of the
protocol. Otherwise, if it receives a negative response in the intervening time
period, it sends a decline message to the rest of \(1 ill'.
so
Figure 3: State diagram of a contender.
A detailed state transition for the contender is shown in Figure 3. The
subscripts in the figure correspond to rows in the table 4. Table 4 provides the
state transition conditions with I representing a received message (input), C
representing a condition, and A representing the action taken by the contender.
For example, (h. C3, A3) in Figure 3 is represented by the third row of Table 4.
It is read as, on an input of ACK, given the condition is counter = 1, the action
is sending POTW message to \(1ill'· A contender Pi that enters the second phase
of the protocol is initially in state SO. After it sends the request to \(1 iu- in the
second phase, it goes to state S1. If it receives a negative response, it goes to
final state S3, where the Pi is not the final winner. Otherwise, after receiving
all the positive responses, it sends potential winner messages and goes to S2
from S1. If it does not receive any negative response from a mediator ill state





Figure 4: States of a mediator.
\Ve define three second-phase states for the mediator (see Figure 4)4 based
on which the mediator responds to a contender. A mediator is in a safe state if
it sent a positive response to a request in the last 3T time units. In this state,
the mediator is committed to the positive response sent earlier. It responds
negatively to a request from another contender \"ith a lower random number
value. Otherwise, it delays the response. A mediator is in a post-safe state,
if a potential winner or decline message is not received from the contender
that received the most recent positive response from the mediator. and if the
difference between the current time and the time when the positive response was
sent is between 3T and 6T units. In this state, the mediator can pre-empt (send
a negative response to the contender to which it sent a positive response earlier)
the earlier contender and send a positive re;;ponse to some other contender
having a higher random number value. A mediator is in a close-safe state if
it received a potential winner message and has not received a decline message
from the same contender and the difference between the current time and the
time of receipt of potential winner message is not greater than 3T units. In
the close-safe state, the mediator delays responses to any contender requests
(similar to safe state). However, it takes different actions based on the messages
received in the close-safe state. If a decline message is not received from the
contender that sent a potential winner message: it sends a negative response
to the delayed. contenders and declares the contender that sent the potential
winner message to be the final winner. Otherwise, the actions performed at the
end of the close-safe state are similar to the actions at the end of the safe state.
On receiving a request from a contender A if the mediator is not in any of the
three second-phase states (i.e., it has not received a request from any contender
for the second phase), it immediately sends a positive response. If it is in one of
the second-phase states, the response is based on random numbers sent by the
contender. In a safe/close-safe state, if the incoming request from contender B
has the largest random number (compared to other random numbers received by
the mediator thus far), the response is delayed. Otherwise, a negative response is
sent immediately. In a post-safe state, it sends a positive response to the request
from B, which was delayed and preempts the earlier contender A. However, if
a potential winner message from contender A is received before the mediator
enters the post-safe state, a negative response is sent to the delayed contender
4The duration of each state is at most 3T. However, it can be lesser than that based on
the time of receipt of different messages.
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B. Also, if a request with a larger random number is received in a post-safe
state, a positive response is sent back, and the earlier contender A is preempted.
On receiving a potential winner message for the most recent positive re-
sponse, the mediator goes to a close-safe state. If no decline messages are re-
ceived in the duration of a close-safe state, the mediator declares the contender
that sent the potential winner to be the final winner.
(Ill. C ll . All)
(I7. c7 , A 7 )
(I8. C8 . As)
Figure 5: State diagram of a mediator.
A formal description of the mediator actions is presented in the transition
diagram in Figure 5, and the corresponding Table 5. The subscripts in the
diagram correspond to the rows and the symbols in parentheses correspond to
the columns in Table 5. State 54 is the final state where the eventual winner
is declared. State 50 is the starting idle state, state 51 corresponds to the safe
state, state 52 corresponds to the post-safe state, and state 53 corresponds to
the close-safe state.
We further elucidate the second phase of the protocol with a few examples.
In Figure 6 (example 1), C] and C2 are two contenders, and 1\1] and A12 are
mediators (in reality, AI] ma~' correspond to same process as C I or C2 , but for
the sake of clarity we present it as a different entity). Let the random number
generated by C I be the largest in the system. Contender C] sends requests
to 1\h and 1\h. Since 1\h has not received any requests previously, it sends a
positive response immediatel~·. However AI] had already sent a positive response
to some other contender. say ("'3, in the system and is in a safe state. The request
from C] must wait for a maximum of 37 lU1its at A!I since the random number
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Table 5: Mediator Transitions.
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Figure 6: Illustration (example 1) of the second phase of the asynchronous algorithm:
C1 is the final winner. Intervals between message arrivals and departures ]]ot drawn
to scale.
to Ah. Since Nh is in a safe state and the random number of C2 is smaller than
that of Cl , a negative response is sent to C2 . Meanwhile, C3 sends a decline
message to .MI , since it might have received a negative response from some other
mediator. .Mediator All sends a positive response to the next waiting contender
Cl . After having received the requisite positive responses from all the mediators
to which it had sent a request (the requisite number of responses is O(~)),
C I sends a potential winner message to the mediators from \vhich it has received
positive responses and waits for 2T units of time. Because it receives a positive
response from both All and 1112 , C l becomes the final winner. Suppose, if some
other contender with a larger random number than Cl's random number sends
a request to 111} when 1111 is in the close-safe state, then that contender receives
a negative response from 11/11 as shown in the Figure 6.
In Figure 7 (example 2), C l and C2 are contenders, and Ah and 1112 are
mediators. Let the random number generated by C l be less than that generated
by C2 . As shown in the figure, C 1 gets positive responses from its mediators
but before it could send a potential winner message, Ah is in a post-safe state.
\iVhen C2 , which has a larger random number sends a request. Ah sends a
positive response immediately to C2 , and a negative response to Clo This has
a cascading effect as Cl sends a decline to other mediators (here All), which
had previously sent a positive response. Now, 1111 is free to respond positively
to the request that has been delayed after the receipt of the decline fr0111 C l -
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Figure 7: An example (example 2) of the second phase of the asynchronous algorithm;
intervals between message arrivals and departures not drawn to scale.
In Figure 8(example 3), let the random number generated by C j be the
largest. The response to request from C j is delayed by Ah since it is in a
safe state. Ah receives a potential winner message from the contender (say
C3 ) to which it had sent a positive response earlier before the end of the safe
state. Therefore. a negative response is sent to C j . In turn, C j sends a decline
to Ah from which it received a positive response. Note that .M2 has already
sent a negative response to another contender C2 , whose random number value
was lower than that generated by C j . A delay in response to C2 would not
help because a request from C 2 must intersect with a request from C3 at some
mediator (the probability of intersection of the set of mediators generated by
two different contenders is high) and C2 will receive a negative response from
that mediator also (given that a potential winner message was received by 11/1 j
from C3 when it was in a safe state).
4.3 Analysis of Asynchronous Protocol
\iVe now prove that the bounds established for the synchronous protocol still
hold for the asynchronous case as well.
Theorem 6 The probability of having at least one contender at the end of the
first phase is at least 1 - c, i.e., Pr(Yw > 0) 2 1 - c, where c ---> 0 as n ---> 00.
Proof: The proof follows from Theorem 2. Contenders that do not col-
lide at any mediator will always go through to the next round in the asyn-
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Figure 8: An example of the second phase of the asynchronous protocol (example 3).
Intervals between message arrivals and departures not drawn to scale.
chronous case as in the synchronous case. Some contenders who collide with
other contenders at a mediator may also proceed to the next round, unlike the
synchronous case. Consequently, at the end of the first phase, the number of
contenders in the asynchronous case is at least as large as the number of con-
tenders in the synchronous case. From Theorem 2, the proof of this Theorem
follows. 0
Theorem 7 The number of rounds in the protocol is O(log n).
Proof: Let X j be a random variable indicating the number of contenders
participating in round j. In the asynchronous protocol, the contenders may
potentially arrive at distinct points of time. If an ordering on the arrival time
of a contender at round j is considered, then every contender Pi has a rank ri in
the ordering, where a :S ri :S lepj I- 1. For a contender Pi to proceed to round
j + 1. it should not collide at a mediator with any other contender whose rank is
less than rio (In the synchronous case, all contenders involved in a collision do
not proceed to the next round). The expected number of contenders in round
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where t = i-I
j + 1 is given by:
l<I>j I-I .L e-o,:'
1=0
l<I>j I-I













Since the number of contenders on an average decreases by a factor of 0 and
there is a single round in the second phase, the number of rounds in the protocol
is O(log n). 0
Theorem 8 The total number of messages in the protocol sent by all nodes is
O(n)
Proof: The expected number of messages, N, in the system in the first
phase of the protocol is given by:
w-l w-I






Since Q > 1, the above sum converges. The number of messages sent in the
second phase of the protocol is Cnvn In n. Therefore, the number of messages
sent by all nodes in the system is O(n). 0
Theorem 9 It takes a maximum of 7T units for a contender in the second
phase of the protocol to know whether it is a winner or not.
Proof: In the worst case, a request from a contender can take T units.
The mediator that received the request may have entered the safe state at
approximately the same time as the request was received. The mediator may
respond positively after 3T units (or in the worst case, a negative response after
3T units, if the earlier contender sent a potential winner). The response from
the mediator to the contender can take at most T units. Therefore, a contender
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need not wait for more than 5r units of time after it sends a request. Suppose,
the contender gets a positive response from all its mediators, it sends a potential
winner message, which takes at most r units and the response from the mediator
takes r units. By accounting for the time taken for all the messages, a contender
need not wait for more than 7r units in the worst case to know whether it is a
winner or not. 0
Theorem 10 A contender will know whether it is a winner or not within
O(rlogn) time.
Proof: For every contender, the time to know whether it is a winner or
not is bounded by the total time taken for the first phase and the second phase.
There are o(log 71.) rounds (by Theorem 7) in the first phase and the contender
takes at most O(rlog 71.) because for every round in the first phase, a contender
spends 2r time units for communication with the mediators. By Theorem 9,
a contender will not take more than 7r units in the second phase. Hence, a
contender \vill know whether it is a winner or not in O(rlogn). 0
Theorem 11 There is exactly one contender remaining at the end of the pro-
tocol w.h.p.
Proof: A contender can become the final winner only when it has sent
potential winner messages to its mediators. This can happen if and only if all
its mediators sent a positive response. There are two states, viz. idle and post-
safe, in which a mediator can send a positive response to a request. However
after sending the potential winner messages, a contender can either win or lose.
There are two scenarios of two or more contenders receiving positive responses
from all its mediators .
• Scenario 1: l\.Jore than one contender receives positive responses from
all its mediators when the mediators were in idle state. This can happen
only if the set of mediators chosen by two distinct contenders does not
intersect. By Theorem 3, this can happen with probability *.
• Scenario 2: Since the set of mediators intersect w.h.p., two contenders
might have received a positive response from the same mediator if and
only if the medifltor was in an idle/post-safe state for one contender and a
post-safe state for the other contender. A mediator will not send a positive
response in a safe or close-safe state. But the most recent positive response
is outstanding and replaces the earlier positive response. The potential
winner message from the contender that received a positive response from
the mediator (when it was in a idle state) will receive a negative response
from the mediator,
Therefore, at any point during the execution of the protocoL by Theorem 3, a
mediator will maintain only one contender as a potential winner and when a
set of v'n In n of medifltors hold the same contender as a potential winner, the
corresponding contender becomes the final winner. 0
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5 Handling Failures
Failures are an integral part of large-scale distributed systems. In this section,
we explain and analyze the impact of failures of mediators in our synchronous
protocol. Subsequently, we provide a generalization of this to the asynchronous
case. \Ve assume fail stop failures, i.e., a process can stop responding at any
point of time. There are two scenarios under which a process can fail: before
responding to contender(s) or after responding to contender(s). If the mediator
fails after responding to contender(s), it means that the mediator has already
arbitrated and does not pose a problem to the correct functioning of the algo-
rithm. Consequently, we address the issue of mediators failing before they have
sent any message to the contender(s).
In the first phase of the protocol, when a request is sent by a contender to m
mediators, it expects responses from each of the mediators. ·When a mediator
to which the contender sends a message fails, the contender will not receive
any response from the mediator as to whether the contender can proceed to
subsequent rounds. We can apply two different approaches in such a scenario:
1. A contender can proceed to the next round as long as it does not receive
a negative response.
2. A contender can proceed to the next round if and only if it receives positive
responses from all the mediators.
If we adopt the first approach, the number of contenders that proceed to sub-
sequent rounds may be greater than the number of contenders proceeding to
subsequent rounds when there are no failures. This will affect t he message and
round complexity bounds. In the second approach, the number of contenders
proceeding in the face of failures will be fewer than when there are no failures.
This can lead to a case where the number of contenders in successive rounds
decreases by a large factor resulting in a lower probability of having at least
one contender at the end of the first phase of the protocol. This approach does
preserve the message and round complexity bounds. We adopt the second ap-
proach and provide bounds on the failure probability of processes such that the
characteristics of the protocol are still maintained (as in the case of non-failures).
Theorem 12 In the first phase, if E is the failure probability of any process,
l<Ilj I 7:S the number of contenders in round j of the protocol, 'Pj is the number of
mediators, and n is the total number of processes, then for E < ~j the decrease
in the number of contenders proceeding to subsequent rounds is bounded.
Proof: Using the same definition for X ij as in Theorem 1. the expectation
of X ij is given by
(7)
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The difference between the expectation of Xi] when compared to Theorem 1
is the addition of nE in (7). We do this to account for the failure of mediators
and to let a contender proceed to the next round if and only if it has not sent
a message to one of the failed processes.
The expected number of contenders proceeding to round j + 1 is given by
21:e~1,. When 'PjE < 1, we have between ~ and ~ contenders proceeding to
round j + 1 on an average. Therefore, when E < ~j' it limits the decrease in the
number of contenders proceeding to subsequent rounds. 0
To account for the reduction in number of contenders when compared to the
non-failure case, we reduce the number of rounds that needs to be performed
in the protocol to sustain the value of Cn, which in turn provides us with high
probability of having at least one contender at the end of the first phase. When
the initial number of contenders is less than Cn, the contenders proceed directly
to the second phase in the presence of failures. This is somewhat different from
the case in which no failures are present. A similar analysis holds good for the
asynchronous case.
It is necessary that every contender in the second phase intersect with other
contenders in the system. In the second phase of the protocol, more messages
are sent to negate the presence of failures in the system. The additional number
of messages sent is given by (vin In n k where f is the failure probability of any
process. Given the bounds for E for the first phase, the message complexity of
the second phase is maintained. Generalizing this to the asynchronous protocol,
the contender gets positive responses from all the vln In n mediators to which a
potential winner message was sent. If the contender receives positive responses
from fewer mediators and does not receive at least a single negative response, it
can assume the presence of failures and pick more mediators to account for the
failed mediators.
6 Applications and Relevance to Current Dis-
tributed Systems
As mentioned before, in distributed systems with failures, probabilistic ap-
proaches to problems such as leader election and mutual exclusion are nec-
essary, since deterministic protocols for these problems do not exist. On the flip
side, in many applications, it is enough to guarantee probabilistic (as opposed
to absolute) mutual exclusion. One such application, that forms our larger re-
search and development goal, is a versioning-based distributed file system called
Plethora [5]. In this, and related systems, two contending processes for a com-
mon data object may modify the object concurrently, assuming they each have
exclusive access. If both of these contenders commit their changes, a branch in
the version tree is created and the two committed versions are installed as sib-
lings in the version tree. While these versions may subsequently be reconciled,
it is desirable that the number of such branches in the version tree be mini-
mized. In this scenario, failed mutual exclusion (multiple nodes gaining access
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to a mutually exclusive resource) merely results in a branch in the version tree.
!'v1inimizing the probability of such an occmrence, while minimizing associated
overhead can be achieved using the protocol presented in this paper. In this
section, we present issues that need to be addressed for a practical realization
in realistic networks of the algorithm described in the paper.
One of the parameters of our protocol is the size of the network. An estimate
of the number of processes in the system is needed to determine the number
of messages that need to be sent in each round of the protocol. A number of
researchers have addressed the problem of estimating network size [13, 2, 24].
In [13], for example, Horowitz et al. present an estimation scheme that allows
a peer to estimate the size of its network based only on local information with
constant overhead by maintaining a logical ring. l\layank et al. [2] propose
an estimation scheme based on the birthday paradox [21 ][page 45]. A peer
estimates the network size by sending a message on a random walk and using
the hop count when the message returns to the peer. It is shown that it takes
approximately ..jii hops for a message to return to its sender. Psaltoulis et al.
[24] propose a network size estimation algorithm for large and dynamic networks
by using sampling techniques.
In our protocol. when the processes need to send messages to random pro-
cesses in the network, they can perform a random walk to the required number of
processes and use them as mediators. In [9], Gkantsidis et al. provide a method
to perform uniform sampling through random walks in expander graphs. The
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [20, 12, 3] provides a method to hasten the mix-
ing time of a random walk to reach a stationary distribution and can be applied
to different graphs. These results provide the needed algorithms for uniformly
selecting mediators.
The number of contenders is generally unknown in a large scale distributed
system. Each contender can assume a worst case scenario of 71 other contenders
participating and send J2 j - 1 In 2 messages in the jth l"Ound. Even in this
worst case scenario, the message and round complexities are still preserved. An
improvement of the algorithm presented in Section 3 would be to send request
messages to 'Pj - 2J~i 'Pk mediators in a round j of the protocol with the
mediators from previous rounds participating in round j. This is in contrast to
selecting a new set of 'Pj processes for every round j. This optimization does
not change the asymptotic behavior of the algorithm, but reduces the number
of messages by a constant factor.
7 Related Work
In [19], Malkhi et al. show, based on the birthday paradox, that in a system
with 71 nodes, any two quorums of size c..jii, where c is a constant and quorum
members are picked uniformly at random, intersect with probability -;h. If c
is set to Jln 71, quorum intersections are guaranteed with high probability. A
direct extension of the probabilistic quorum algorithm to our problem viOuld
result in O(71J71ln 71) total number of messages and a single round. In our
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protocoL we increase the number of rounds to O(log n), but reduce the number
of messages sent by all nodes in all rounds to O(n). This reduction is possible
because winner at each round in the first phase is chosen based on the non-
intersection of their mediator sets with any other contender's mediator sets.
\~Te use the probabilistic quorum algorithm in the last round with a reduced
(O( vllog n)) set of contenders. In this case, the O(n) message complexity is
still preserved. Also, we provide a protocol for the asynchronous version of the
protocoL
In [18], l'vlaekawa proposes a .jTi deterministic algorithm for mutual exclu-
sion in distributed systems. The distributed sites (in our case, processes) are
arranged in a grid. A process that participates in the mutual exclusion algorithm
wins if it can get exclusive access to processes on an arbitrarily selected single
row and column. If the algorithm is trivially extended to solve the problem
when O(n) contenders are present in the system, it results in O(n.jTi) mes-
sage complexity and a single round. In contrast to l'vlaekawa's algorithm, we
do not require the distributed processes to be arranged in a grid and thus do
not require the elements of a mediator set to belong to the same row/column.
Furthermore. we provide an efficient leader election algorithm with respect to
message complexity at the cost of the number of rounds and low probability of
error in correctness.
In [1], Agrawal et al. improve upon l'v1aekawa's algorithm for mutual exclu-
sion by realizing quorum sets as sites lying on paths similar to trajectories of
billiard balls. The size of the quorum generated is ..J2n when compared to 2.jTi
of l\·laekawa's algorithm. Even though their mutual exclusion algorithm can
be extended to solve the leader election problem deterministically, the message
complexity of their method is of the same order as that of Maekawa's algorithm
(O(n.jTi)) and hence sub optimal when compared to the algorithm presented in
this paper.
Mullender and Vitanyi propose a "distributed match-making" problem in
[22] to study distributed control issues arising in name servers, mutual exclusion,
replicated data management, that involve making matches between processes.
In a general network, they propose that a connected graph of n nodes can
be divided into 0(.jTi) connected sub graphs of diameter 0(.jTi) each. Our
algorithm (in the first phase) can be viewed as constructing sub-graphs in a
step by step fashion instead of a single round which results in a better message
complexity.
Gupta et al. [11] propose a probabilistic leader election protocol for large
groups. The complexity of the protocol is 0(1) multicast messages (or O(n)
unicast messages, where n is the size of the group size). The success of the
algorithm is guaranteed only with high constant probability. Our algorithm
does not make any assumptions about the degree of the nodes; the success of
the algorithm is also guaranteed w.h.p, and the message complexity is O(n).
Schooler et al. [28] study two variants of the algorithm in the context of a
multicast - leader election, where the processes announce the leader immedi-
ately (LE-A), and its variant in which the processes postpone the announcement
to reduce collisions (LE-S). The authors analyze these variants using different
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metrics including delay and message overhead, among others. In our paper, we
adopt a different approach to leader election instead of using multicast tech-
niques. \i'le also analyze our algorithms with respect to message overhead and
the time taken for a leader to get elected in the system.
There has been significant work in developing mutual exclusion algorithms
for shared memory models [15, 14]. These could be extended for purposes of
leader election. In [15], Kushilevitz and Rabin correct the randomized mutual
exclusion algorithm presented in [25]. The authors develop a randomized algo-
rithm for mutual exclusion in a shared memory model. In [14]' Young proposes a
new problem called Congenial Talking Philosophers to model the mutual exclu-
sion problem and provides several criteria to evaluate solutions to the problem.
Our leader election algorithm is for a large scale distributed system where it is
not feasible for processes to share memory.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we design an efficient randomized algorithm for leader election
in large-scale distributed systems. The algorithm guarantees correctness with
high probability and has optimal message complexity O(n). To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first result providing high probabilistic guarantees with
optimal message complexity for a general topology. \iVe propose variants of the
algorithm for synchronous as well as asynchronous environments. \Ve provide
a rigorous analysis of the correctness of the algorithm (in both the cases) and
bounds on the number of messages and the number of rounds. We also examine
the impact of failures on the performance and correctness of our algorithms.
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